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PREFACE 

The regions of Pelagonija in North Macedonia and Diber in Albania have 
some of the greatest potential for the development of mission a dynamic and 

sustainable tourism offer in the CB area.

The possibility to capitalise on these cross-border assets is provided within the frame of 
the Cross-border Cooperation Programme between the Republic of North Macedonia 
and the Republic of Albania, co-funded by the European Union–IPA 2 instrument and the 
Ministry of Local Self-Government of North Macedonia. Both Demir Hisar (MK) and Klos 
(AL) municipalities, are rich in tangible and intangible cultural heritage and diverse natural 
landscapes that are favourable for a variety of outdoor experiences for the visitor, especially 
as they are located within an hour’s drive of the main destination hubs of Bitola and Tirana 
along the newly built Rruga Arberit highway.

The problem addressed by Discovering hidden attractions is the under-utilisation of the 
man-made and natural potential of the CB region as a means to increase the number of 
visitors to the territory of the two municipalities, and their length of stay and spending on 
various activities, thus engaging the local population in business activities, resulting in an 
increase in incomes and reducing youth unemployment.

Discovering hidden attractions focuses on developing consolidated travel packages across 
the border. Development of similar attractive destination factors in the two municipalities 
and products of active tourism, including hiking, cycling and local experience gathering 
delivered by locals, culminates in a joint CB travel package that motivates visitors to go 
beyond borders and explore untouched places offering a unique, single thematic destination 
in a two-country travel experience.

Project lead partner       Municipality of Demir Hisar

Partners                            Municipality of Klos

                           NGO Art Point-Gumno, Sloeshtica, Demir Hisar 

                         NGO FLAG, Tirana

Author                            Endrit Shima

Editors                            Gejla Shehaj and Iain Wilson
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Balgjaj 
MOUNTAIN AND LAKES

The Balgjaj Massif forms a remote and difficult to access mountainscape in Central Albania. 
Scattered across this wild oasis of nature are eleven isolated glacial lakes. Each lake is different 
in shape and colour; some have names or legends attached to them, and just above, the 
2,100 m high peaks of Miceku and Kreshte lure hikers with 360° panoramic views. 

The southern side of these mountains is characterised by white 

limestone and karst rockscapes. It’s northern side of dark red, 
metamorphic rock stands in stark contrast. The area is rich in 
minerals and the reason for the extensive mining activities of 
the 1990s, of which remains are visible, as well as present day 
operations in the foothills.
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When to 
visit Balgjaj

In June and early July nature lovers will enjoy 
an abundance of flowers, among them en-
demic species such as the Albanian Lily. The 
full bloom of water lilies in July is a highlight, 
August offers blueberry treats and the es-
cape from city heat, September unfolds the 
first autumn colours. Snow from November 
to late May leaves the area in the hands of 
nature again.
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HOW TO GET TO BALGJAJ
Balgjaj is accessible by 4x4, or better still 
by horse, from several directions:  from 
the north coming from Qafe-Murre via the 
village of Kacni, from the south-east from 
Bulqize and Kocaj and in the West from 
the cluster of Klos villages: Cerruje, Patin, 
Kurdari and Skenderaj, which have the 
most direct access to the plateau. Expect a 
90–20 minute drive on harsh terrain for the 
16 km wild ride.

In the 1990s ‘roads’ were built to provide 
access for mining activities that have 
virtually ceased. With them the rocky-
strewn tracks have fallen into disrepair. 
Only drivers with strong nerves and a high 
clearance vehicle in low gear will be able to 
reach the lakes on wheels. Someone else 
might prefer to ride by horse. There are no 
marked footpaths and the approach leads 
through bare slopes that have fallen victim 
to clear felling. 
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WHAT TO DO 
IN BALGJAJ
The highland plateau averages 1,700–1,850 metres above sea level and is where most of 
the glacial lakes are located. Here you will find yourself surrounded by tranquil pine forest, 
gushing creeks, lily-covered ponds, rocky peaks and a little piece of Europe’s small remaining 
wilderness. It’s a place to relax and explore. Bird-watchers, trekkers and campers will be drawn 

to this remote and beautiful place.
  

Again, there are no marked footpaths, but in the 
framework of the project ‘Discovering Hidden 
Attractions’ these paths will be marked, making it 
more accessible for everyone to access this natural 
wonder. There are a number of old routes that 
nature has partially reclaimed, but that are easy to 
follow. However, there are no circular routes. The 
general recommendation is to go with a guide, 
not only for orientation, but also to help warn of 
shepherd dogs and wildlife; on our first visit we 
encountered both deer and bear. 
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Attentive hikers will be dazzled by the 
diversity of flora, as well as tell-tale signs 
of large wild life: footprints, droppings, 
rolled-over rocks and hair on trees. Here, 
reptiles, hare, Eurasian wildcat, red fox, 
badger, weasel, martens, red deer, grey 
wolf and brown bear inhabit the area. 
Many species are critically endangered, 
threatened and protected.
  

Tread lightly on your trip, don’t disturb 
wildlife, take only photos and leave only 
footprints.
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WHERE TO EATWHERE TO EAT
AND SLEEP IN 
BALGJAJ

As of July 2021, there were plans 
to erect wooden cabins, but for 
the moment the closest overnight 
accommodation available are the 
simple hotels and pensions in the 
towns of Klos, Burrel and Bulqize. 

Nearer to the mountain there is a camping ground, in 
Suc,and a guesthouse under construction in Kurdari. 
Intrepid travellers will find open doors in the villages 
where hospitality is almost limitless. 

Only a few shepherds and their 
flocks stay on the plateau during 
the summer. There are no facili-
ties; the few visitors that venture 
here come for day trips or sleep 
in tents. The villages are more 
than a thousand metres below 
and several hours walk away. 

Prepare well for your trip and 
bring everything you might need.
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History
AN OLD MOUNTAIN
Locals consider their home mountain Balgjaj a holy place. Standing somewhat alone in the 
region, a line drawn on the map from north to south connects it with the more famous Mount 
Tomorr in Central Albania, which attracts many thousands of people during the Islamic Feast 
of the Sacrifice. Early explorers identified tombs in the rocks and at least five ruins of Illyrian 
tribal settlements (IV–II BC), but to this day no formal archaeological excavation has taken 
place. 

The name Balgjaj most likely derives from 
the Principality of Balshaj, territory of one 
of the most powerful and influential families 
in medieval northern Albania and which 
included the mountain. At the beginning of 
the XV Century, it was gifted to the Kastriotes, 
the family of the national hero Skanderbeg. 
Another theory suggests that the name 
comes from the old Albanian word for God: 
Bal. Jokingly, locals add a third origin: the 
word Bajga means cow dung, and today the 
animals are the most frequent visitors of the 
pastures. 

ENVIRONMENTAL DAMAGE 
Up until the 1990s, only a handful of footpaths  
connected the pastoral summer alps with the 

villages below. This quickly changed when 
the communist dictatorship came to an end 
in 1991, creating harsh economic realities but 
also new opportunities.

In an attempt to make ends meet, locals first 
took to the artificial pine forest. Planted on 
today’s bare slopes in the 1980s, these forest 
symbolized the detested, former system. At 
the same time, chrome deposits promised 
fortunes and private investors opened 
improvised ‘chrome roads’ that extended 
the reach to the 500-year-old growth-forests 
above.

After a few years, the remote location and 
difficult access narrowed margins that soon 
turned out to be uneconomical. The mines 
and logging near the mountain top virtually 
stopped or moved down to the lower foothills 
where they continue till today. Nevertheless, 
80 percent of the forest has been destroyed, 
most of it cut and burned so that it will take 
centuries to regrow; for the moment it is 
pastoral land.
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Hopes for tourism 
Before the 1990s, Balgjaj was one of the most frequented tourist destinations, mainly on 
weekends, by school students, employees of agricultural cooperatives, residents of the 
former Mat district and those neighbouring Dibra. After ‘91, once people were free to 
move within Albania and go abroad, like many other hard-to-reach destinations, Balgjaj fell 
somewhat in oblivion, forgotten about as a recreational space for years to come.

The new Rruga e Arbërit highway is not 

only reviving the Klos area, but also turning 

people’s heads to pristine corners of nature 
left unexplored. In the villages around Klos, 
the first traditional tower-houses are already 
hosting guests. Locals in Kurdari are preparing 

to facilitate multi-day camping trips, with the 
support of horses, mules or 4 x 4s to take all 
the gear up to the lakes. The shepherds who 
reside in Balgjaj all summer long are building 
wooden huts, with the perspective of housing 
human visitors, besides their flocks and herds. 
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The glacial lakes

One third of Albania’s lakes are of glacial origin and a quarter of those are scattered across 
Balgjaj. They were created during the last glacial period 15,000 years ago. Located at an alti-
tude of 17,00–1,850 metres above sea level, their temperature rarely exceeds 10°C. They vary 
in size, are no more than 15 metres deep and cover a surface up to 12 ha. Besides housing 
rare amphibians of alpine areas, such as the alpine newt, they have inspired many legends of 
water nymphs that live on among the shepherds and locals. 

Although not large in numbers, Balgjaj has seen a variety of visitors over the years. At the 
heights of the plateau, far from inhabited areas, the abundance of water attracts wildlife such 
as bears and deer, shepherds with their herds and vacationers, for part of the year. Amidst all 
this diversity, it seems as if order has come naturally, and even the lakes are divided by a tacit 
agreement.

Goat Lake 
Goat Lake is one of the favourites for the cowherds, shepherds and goatherds. The herds 
easily manage their flocks, which gather around the lake drinking water, eating the grass at 
the lakeshore, or resting in the shade of the remaining pine trees. The mud on the shores 
attracts the cattle, sheep and goats which enjoy it and the alpine pastures in complete freedom 
throughout the summer.
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Lake of Flowers 
In the final few metres of the rough road that connects Klos with Balgjaj Plateau, the Lake of 
Flowers is the first the visitor sees. It lies at an altitude of 1,800 m and is quite small, only
 2 ha, and yet it is one of the largest water lily lakes in Albania, along with those of Lura, which 
lie not far from Balgjaj.

The green carpet that covers the lake offers a rare show during the two summer weeks, 
usually in July. The opening up of the water lilies decorates the surface with a pure white 
colour. The delicate flower symbolizes life, purity, passion and love. 

In many cultures, the water lily symbolizes perfection: the roots are lie in the depths, in the water 
and mud, but the flower grows intact and protected by its leaves, on the surface of the water.
Given the soft muddy shores, making access to humans difficult the locals hope this sight is 
protected and will remain for future generations to enjoy.

Gentleman’s Lake
Gentlemen’s Lake is located 1 km as the crow flies from Lilies Lake and is much larger, at 12 
ha. One can bathe and swim in this lake, a pleasure that has historically distinguished this lake 
from its neighbours. This lake was used neither by shepherds nor their flocks, but was visited 
by the lords of the former Mat province as a resting place, for recreational purposes. The clear 
water, clear depths and flat meadows with abundant shade continue to place it as one of the 
most favourite lakes in the area. Local  are building several wooden huts nearby, where visitors 
will soon be able to find accommodation.
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Black Lake, and the Kuleni girl
Gentlemen’s Lake might be a favourite for vacationers in these alpine meadows, particularly for 
those who want to swim in the lakes of the Balgjaj plateau, but not all dare to approach Black Lake. 
Miçeku’s Ridge protects this lake, a barrier that requires a 40 minute trek. It is not the wild nature of 
the lake above that keeps the locals away, but more the legend that associated with it.

Whoever visits the Black Lake would understand how its beauty has inspired a mystical story. The 
lake is located in the middle of a dense forest: the reflection of the pines in this 10 ha-mirror has 
given rise to the name Black Lake. Moreover, the lake is also deep, some 15 m, the deepest of the 
lakes in the plateau.

Legend has it that a girl emerged from the depths of Black Lake. The inhabitants apparently have 
known for centuries of the existence of mermaids, but not the marine kind: these are freshwater 
fairies, half-human, half-fish, but which do not belong to the world of humans, but who live at great 
heights, in the wild, undisturbed. 

One day a shepherd saw the girl emerging from the water. She climbed an old tree near to the lake 
and kept her distance, just watching. Fascinated by her beauty, the shepherd asked an old woman 
back in his village how he could catch the fish–girl. She warned him that the girl was slippery like a 
fish and, moreover, was a fairy who lived freely and did not mingle with people. 
The shepherd did not heed the warning, and decided to court the mermaid. The old woman told 
him to get a mirror, a comb and a shirt with the neck sewn up. The mirror and the comb were to be 
left on the tree, to make the mermaid think on her reflection when she came out of the water. The 
sewn shirt would be thrown over her to catch her from slipping. He himself had to be tied with a 
rope around the great tree, as the girl could pull him into the water and drown him.

So, following this advice and with the help of his brothers, the shepherd seized the maiden and 
took her home. The girl seemed to accept her fate, and later, she and the shepherd had a son. But, 
from the beginning neither she nor the boy spoke, not a word. After three years, with every day 
one of silence, the shepherd tried to force his wife to speak. He took the intestine of a slaughtered 
calf and put it around the boy’s neck, threatening the fairy that if she did not speak, he would kill 
their son. 

With the fairy continuing not to speak, the shepherd 
cut the intestine with a knife, making her believe 
that he had killed their son. Then she spoke! And 
said: “If you had waited for just three more days, 
you would have seen only good and blessings. 
Now that my son is dead, there will never be three 
men in this house at any one time.”

Soon after, the girl and her son flew away and 
disappeared from the eyes of the shepherd and his 
family for ever.

Even today, the Kuleni family in the village of Skënderaj tell this story of their family. For many, this 
legend remains unbelievable, but it is interesting that this family has, for more than seven generations, 
had only one man at home, without a brother, until he was succeeded by the next generation.
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